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The Sporty start...

Whitelaw’s participation in the House
running cup was a noble venture
despite the House Running cup
running off to Sheriff. Nonetheless,
we must still congratulate Callum
McGuiness for coming in a valiant
10th place in the inters race, which is
quite a feat considering the number
of people running, and he has quite
some feet considering he did run.
Also, we must all thank Finn for
stepping in in the last minute. So on
the count of three; one, two, three All
say: “Thank you Mr. Carrington.”
(“No, thank you,” says Master Finn.)
*Wikipedia 1924

ports will inevitably take precedence, being in a school named after 
that famous game that the Welsh came up with*, therefore, in no 

particular order, let’s now relay some of this terms sporting events…
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Furthermore, congratulations to Way Ham Limb and Ed Gable for completing the

geriatric race in 8th and 9th positions. (“Wheeze Thank you Wheeze,” they stammer

in-between breathes.) Gable and Limb also completed the Crick run more recently in

very firm positions. Thank you also to Mr. “I-like-Chinese-food” Naul for agreeing to

be the Whitelaw House Cup manager and providing some much needed moral

support. Thank you for telling us where we were meant to run, we couldn’t have done

it without you: and they all said, “Thank you Mr. Naul.” (“Any time,” responds Mr.

Naul.)

Sporty-more



Debater #1: It is irrefutable that Whitelaw and house debates don’t
mix.
Debater #2: I entirely disagree, on the evidence of Whitelaw’s
success this term in that very area.
Debater #1: What do mean old chummy?
Debater #2: Why, I mean just that! That Whitelaw house, as
represented fantasmagorically by Ed Gable and Jack Talbot, did very
well in the house debate this term, oh yes, very well indeed!
Debater #1: By all the lemon cheeses, I’m taken aback! Truly I am. Is
that the same Edward Gable who did so well in the House Running
cup? Golly, I’m so taken aback in fact that I don’t think I’ll ever give
another affront to anyone else, as long as I live.
Debater #3: Er, Debater #1 I’m not entirely sure if what you just said
makes any grammatical sense.
Debater #1: Yes, well, you may be right. I was just playing for time,
but I feel now as though we’ve all outstayed our welcome. We don’t
belong in newsletters.
Debater #2: Quite right. I think we’d best be off. Farewell all.
Debater #3: Toodle-pip.
Debater #4: But wait!

And Now For Something Completely Different…



Debater #2: What is it?
Debater #5: Why, you’ve forgotten to mention how Dominic Cahill
and Ed Parker succeeded in their debating debut, where Dom gave a
clear summary of the case for Capitalism and Ed Parker directed
some well-orchestrated responses, engaging his audience with his
ironic humour.
Debater 1: He’s right you know. We did forget. We’d better mention
that.
Debater 2: Here, here. Wemustn’t omit this information!
Debater #3: Quite right. Well, in that case, say what you just said
again Debator 5 so that everyone can hear it.
Debater 5: Very good. Ahem. *clears throat.* Why, don’t forget to
mention how Dominic Cahill and Ed Parker succeeded in their
debating debut, where Dom gave a clear summary of the case for
Capitalism and Ed Parker directed some well-orchestrated responses,
engaging his audience with his ironic humour. There we are, all done.
Debator 6: You’re right! But don’t forget how Mr Parker impressed
us all with his expansive knowledge of life, the universe and
everything in this year’s House Challenge.
Debator 5: Right. Now are we all done?
Debator 6: All done. Fin.
Finn: Yes?
Fin.

And Now For Something Completely Different…



Let’s talk Ted talks: a series of scholarly researched lectures for the
masses. In school these take place every term, with pupils and
teachers giving talks on a topic that interests them. This term James
Binks discussed motivation and Adam Jeevanjee explored the
philosophy behind science with spirituality. Both talks were well-
received by their audiences, and very well presented.

In other news (literally) “Birthplace of the game combines a heady
mix of myth and history,” was the title of a Times article that
featured our rugby captain, rugby playing Rugby pupil and soon to
be rugby playing Rugbean, Jack Gibbs. He was able to give an honest
and interesting insight into playing rugby at Rugby and the
experiences that he’s had with visiting teams making pilgrimages to
Rugby to play rugby also. We all wish him well with his sporting
endeavours in the months to come, as he’s been accepted to play at
a professional level. If you see him before he leaves, I’m sure he’ll be
willing to sign autographs, he’s very obliging like that.

Also, Ed Kendell has qualified this term for the National Triathlon
team for his age group! Which involves horse-riding, running and
shooting, though not all at the same time.

All Whitelaw’s house teams were unbeaten and unparalleled but it
was the juniors who won the whole competition, triumphing against
School Field 1-0 in a keenly contested final. The top scorers, if we’re
counting were Dom Cahill and Charlie Hudson. The defence must
have been strong, or the game rigged as Paul Tsui was in the goals
for some of the matches, displaying a solid defence despite being
biologically unable to reach the crossbar!

TED Ideas worth

spreading



Marcus Richards, in F block, has also triumphed in sports

this term. When playing for the Lambs he succeeded in

winning a match against the Northampton Saints. Other

peculiarly named Rugby teams include the Wasps, whom

Whitelaw went to see play in the Ricoh Arena. Needless to

say they all came back buzzing…

Nearer to the start of the year, our beloved singing crew

Voces 8 came to the school and Whitelaw competed in the

prestigious house singing competition. We didn’t do quite

as well as last year but our song was commended for its

unique take on the Beatles classic Hey Jude, in a homage to

our good friend Jehoon Chang.



Captain Mainwaring…Fred Rawicz

Sergeant Wilson…Dom Cahill

Corporal Jones…Paul Tsui

Private Frazer…Buruck

Private Walker…Matt Gill

Private Godfrey…Edward Parker

Private Pike…Charlie Davison

Hodges…Griffin Shelton

U-Boat Captain…Michael Fuxman

Verger…Husnain Choudhary

Colonel…Marcus Richards

Policeman….Jack Talbot

Nazi Sailors

Charlie Hudson, Hector Hilleary, Nick Lau, 

Tom Spruce, Freddie Whitelaw, Ed Hawksworth

Technical

Will Charlwood, Ed Hawksworth and Karim 

Sabapathy.

A special thanks also goes to Nathan Clamp 

and Mr. Gray for their stage management and 

overseeing of the technical figgly-diggles. 

The slightly-doctored review for this year’s House Play is now in…

“Absolutely topping! It blew my

hair off. The attention to period

detail was astounding. As a keen

history hobbyist, I couldn’t have

asked for more…” Dr. Beesley



Also, a round of applause to Paul Tsui, Freddie Whitelaw (name is
coincidental) and Charlie Hudson for their success in reaching the
finals for the Junior House Squash competition, in which they
had to all try and fit in a wooden box, about 20cm wide and
20cm tall. The same boys also played some game with rackets a
little later on.

We must not forget to note the undercover exploits of the ever
allusive Sebastien Chacheki who represented the entirety of
Britain in April, in a Prestigious International Skiing competition
that took place in Austria. No-one really knows what happened
out there. But as mere laymen we must let the ambiguity slide;
government spies aren’t renowned for their disclosure of details.
I mean to say that Seb isn’t very talkative, not because he’s a spy
or anything like that.

Moreover the award for the most blunt and unexpected chapel
exit goes to Jack Talbot, who walked straight out of the chapel
after picking up his fencing award, for winning the epee cup.
(Passed.) And, on the topic of results so far, Freddie Rawicz-
Scherbo and James Hudson both did extremely well in their
Drama Performance Examinations, receiving the highest grades
possible in their AS and A2 A-level Drama pieces. James Hudson
has been commended by Mr Chessell himself to have been
“incredible!” Our examiner was in tears when they saw the piece
in which Freddie and I performed; we’ll let you draw your own
conclusions from that.

In conclusion, once again, the Lent term has proved a busy but
productive time of the year. And this is where we leave you.
Farewell, from your favourite House!Whitelaw


